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NO EVIDENCE OF RISK OF AIDS
TRANSMISSION TO HOSPITAL STAFF
was found in " prospoctive study of hospital workers
carried out by researchers at the Nationa! Institutes
of Health. The workers had varying degrees of ""posure to pati.nts with AIDS. Of the 531 workers
followed for II months, 150 reported skin or mucous
membrane exposure to blood or body fluids from
AIDS patients. Non. developed any changes in their
blood (serologic markers) indicative of infection.
Some of the e"posures had beon severe, such as "
nurse who had punctured her hand with a bon.
marrow ne.dle.
An interesting contrast arose during the period of
the study. One laboratory worker and one physician
acquired hepatitis B, and a nurse developed non-A,
IlOn-B hepatitis. Both the nurso and doctor reported
having been punctured with noedles contaminated
with blood from AIDS patients. Hepatitis is a known
occupational hazard among health care workers who
suffer such exposures. Although not as uniformly fatal or dreaded as AIDS, it represents a grave health
risk as wen.
(Ref: Henderson, D et aI, A nn. Internal Medicine
104 644-7, 1986. Single copies available from
WORRC for $1.25)

The NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE'S
STUDY ON FORMALDEHYDE which it carried out in cooperation with the Formaldehyde institute, an industry assodation, continue. to make
waves. Th. controversial report purported to find
"little evidence" showing a correlation between exposure to the chemical and cancer deaths, but that
interpretation was severely questioned by many critics, including several members Of the NCI's own advisory board. Almost as controversial as the paper's
conclusions was the collaboration with and co-authorship by representatives of the formaldehyde industry. So the NCl has established some ground
rules for future occupational cancer epidemiology
studies. They include:
"Distribution of study protocols for review
and comment to NCI agency heads and specific staff,
as well as to unions and trade associations with a
known interest.
'Plant names will not be confidential.

The Central Organisation of Salaried
Employees in Sweden, TCO, has produced
an Innovative kit for assessing the design of
a VDT screen and keyboard. Complete with
a transparent overlay for placing directly 011
the screen and keyboard, the kit permits the
user to evaluate character, screen and key
characteristics. A checklist and suppliers'
report form and background Information 011
appropriate design features allows the user
to make accurate assessments. Write to the
TCO, Box 5252, S-102(1) Stockholm Sweden
for ordering Information. (Use air mall!)
• Advisory committe.s with public records and
open meetings will be constituted for studies.
'Liaison committees with interested parties
will he established .
The NC! envisions that there will b. no industry
co-authors in its studies on methylene chloride and
acrylonitrile.
(Oancer Letter 12(45))
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PREGNANCY TRANSFERS AT A.T.&T.,
in which all pregnant women have been banned from
semiconductor production lines, were announced in
early January. The company based its decision on a
study carried out by researchers at the University of
Massachusetts under contract to Digital Corporation.
N either Digital nor any other manufacturer has taken
similar action to A. T .&T.
The study purportedly shows a higher than normal miscarriage rate for semiconductor production
workers. A report in the New York Times on
January 14 indicated that women in Digital's
semiconductor operations suffered a miscarriage rate
of 29% compared to 20% in the general population
and 18% in a Digital control group also studied. The
Times also quoted a Digital corporation spokesman
as stating that the findings were not "statistically
significant."
Since the report has been kept secret WOHRC
analysts cannot evaluate the data nor the full substance of the report. However, the figure of 20% for
miscarriages given in The Time8 is not considered
accurate by most reputable scientists. Rather most
scientists agree that the rate is not known with any
accuracy. (See page 3, this issue.) The 9% rate difference between the control and study groups can
easily be explained either by chance (a likelihood
since the study was not statistically significant,
which exactly means that the findings could have
occurred by chance) or they can be explained by
recall bias. In this case, women exposed to the
chemicals may report abnormalities differently than
unexposed women. A statistically insignificant 9%
miscarriage ra.te increase is generally not considered a
"finding" in most studies.
A flurry of protest over the A. T .&T. action has
begun. Joan Bertin, an attorney for The Women's
Rights Project of tho American Civil Liberties Union
is spearheading an investigation. A particular concern
is that substances found in the operations, like arsine, " highly toxic gas, could have adverse effects on
all workers, not just pregnant ones. Although The
Time B quoted Digital as stating that the study
found no other adverse effects, like kidney disease
and cancer, WOHRe calculations show that a study
of this size lacks sufficient numbers to evaluate such
risks.
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ASBESTOS
DANGER
Cancer & Lung
Disease Hazard
Authorized Personnel
Only
Respirators & Protective
Clothing Are Required
In This Area

SilAS like tMs are

now required by
OSHA 10 bo
prominently posted
near aabest08 huards in buildiap,
worksltes and situations likely to
release asbestOlli.
The ailn and other
innovative control
technology is

available from
ACTI, PO Box
183, Maple Shade
NJ)
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P ARDON OUR SLIP!! Our last issue of
WOHRC news included an 'UpDate on Asbestos' in
which we calculated that a worker, such as this
woman inspecting asbestos-lined pipes, would inhale
6,000 fibers per day if she were exposed to the new
OSHA standard of 0.5 fibers! cc. Well, thanks to
Monona Rossol at the Center for Occupational
Hazards, we realize that we made a mistake. Seems
that we forgot to multiply by a thousand. This

worker would inhale 6,000,000 fibers per day
on the average -- and that only counts the fibers
that can be seen under an optic,,1 microscope -not the highly respirable smaller particles not
counted in the standard! Maybe WOHRC isn't the
only organization that's made a mistake on this one.
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Spontaneous Abortions and Work
Large Canadian Study
Reveals Miscarriage Risks
Women in several major occupational categories, as
wen as women whose jobs entailed severa! specific
occupational hazards e"porienced significantly mcreased risks of having a spontaneous abortion aocording to Montreal researchers who have b.en
conducting one of the largest studies of pregnancy
and work ever undertaken. The hazards found to
cause the excess rates "cross all 42 occupational
groups studied were heavy lifting, other physical
effort and long hours 01 work. Exposure to
noiBt and cold and extended periods 01 8tanding
were also positively assodated with miscarriage risks
m some but not all of the analyses.
Between May 1982 and Ma.y 1984 the resoarch
team, led by Dr. Alison McDonald at the Institut d.
Recherche en Sante et en Securit. du Travail,
lRSST, interviewed 56,012 women in II Montrea!
maternity departments. This provided data on 51,885
deliveries and 4127 current miscarriages, as well as
10,910 miscarriages from previous pregnancies. Interviews elicited information on pregnancy and health
history, typo of employment and conditions of work. 3

Some Occupatlolls At Risk
Althongh tho.. aro statistical limitations in the
data, such as very small numbers of women in certain occupations, particularly when thoy ar. broken
down into ."posure cat.gories, tho researchers were
able to identify throe major occupational categories
in which women experienced excessive risks for miscarriage:

nursing assistants/attendants
13-24% risk
food and beverage servers
11-31% risk
sales persons (certain)
12-18% risk
The Montreal team also found further support for
increased risk among radio and television manufacturing workers that had previously been observed by
researchers in Finland. 4

No Systematic Risks
For VDT Users
A separate analysis of the pregnancy outcomes
among visual display terminal (VDT) users m the
study population was also reported by the Montreal
team. VDU us.rs and non-users were found to have
similar fates of birth defects and no increased miscarriage rates were observed when the data was
broken down by hours of work spont using a VDT in
all the occupational groups. Th. pregnancies studied
here represent the largest data set assembled to date
on VDT users.

The researchers did observe " very small but statistically significant increased miscarriage rate for VDT
users in on. of their analyses. However, the data
were inconsistent and tho 'effect' disappeared when
the study group was expanded. Tho researchers attribute the mconsistency to recall bias. WOHRC
analysts d.em this unlikely but consider that the
data show no meaningful adverse effect of

VD Ts on pregnancy.

Defillition: The nondeliberate termination of a
pregnancy m which .. dead fetus is ."pelled prior to
the 28th week of gestation. After this somewhat
arbitrary date the event is called a stillbirth.
Causes: Most spontaneous abortions are of unknown
cause. However some environmental or occupational
factors have b.en associated with increased risk for
spontaneous abortion. They include the following:
Maternal
Alcohol
Anesthetic Gase.
Cancer Drugs
High dose radation
Hospital/Medical Jobs

"Industrial Chemicals"
Lead Smelter Emissions
Oral Contraceptives
Smoking

Paterllal
Anesthetic Gases
Chloroprene
Vinyl Chloride

Dibromochloropropane (DBCP)
Lead

Either Parent
Love Canal Landfill

Frequency of Spolltaneous Abortlol1.s: Overall
it is estimated 2 that 75 fetal deaths occur for every
100 fertilizations, although the percentage loss varie.
with time of pregnancy. Highest losses occur during
the first 14 days, an event many women will
interpret as an irregular menstrual cyde.
Gelletie Studies: At least 40% of abortuses have
major chromosomal aberrations (genetic defeds),
some of which could b. related to work or the
environment but no specific agents have definitely
been identifi.d as yet. Only about 5-10% of
abortions occurring after w.ek 20 have gonetic
aberrations. No ."planations for the varying r ..tes at
different stages of pregnancy e'list.
RefereltCE8
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The Health of Men at Work
Research Shows Perils for Males
The past several years have seen a
major surge in research on the vulnerability of the male reproductive system
to toxic agents and it is now known that
the production of sperm and the ability
to impregnate a female can be adversely
affected by some workplace exposures. An
increase in miscarriages in wives of
workers exposed to some chemicals has
also been established. However, the link
between chemical exposures in the male
and actual birth defects in the child is
not yet understood, not necessarily because that link does not exist, but rather
because virtually no well-designed and
sufficiently large studies have yet been
completed.
The table summarizes the list of occupational agents in which males have been
studied. Abnormal sperm production,
infertility and increased miscarriage rates
have been the effects most frequently
observed. In none of these cases has an
increase in birth defects been found, but
none of the studies were sufficiently large
enough to b. able to detect such an
effect.

Work Exposures Assodated With Abnormal Human Male Function·
No Observed
Effects

Confirmed
Effects

Inconclusive
Effects

Carbon disulfide
DBCP
Lead
Oral Contraceptives

Epiehlorohydrin
Anesthetics
Glycerine
Arsenic
p-TBBA
Benzene
PBB
Boron
Cadmium
PCB
Carbaryl
Chlordecone (Kepone)
DNT and TDA
Ethylene dibromide
Manganese
Mercury
Pesticides
PCP
Radiation-ionizing
Radiation - Nonioni.ing
Solvents
TCDD (dioxin)
Vinyl chloride

• Adapted from Schrag and Dixon (l986)

.

Poor Tests for Males Available

Scientific and clinical problems in studying males
are the limited number of well-defined tests for assessing "normal" or "abnormal" function. Unlike
women, males do not have a regular monthly reproductive cycles. While sperm production is cyclical,
several cycles of sperm production occur simultaneously. Commonly used sperm parameter tests, such
as density and motility vary widely among men and
even for the same male and are not considered to be
adequate indicators of potential occupational hazards.

Sperm Shape May be Useful
Researchers have shown that sperm shape
(morphology) can b. affected by chemicals (although
it is not known whether misshapen sperm are more
likely to cause birth defects, miscarriages or to lead
to infertility.) It appears that morphology may b. a
useful clinical and surveillance tool in the future,
however. More research is being carried out on male
hormones as additional indicators of toxicity, as wen.
Although much more data is needed, it is now dear
that males must b. considered vulnerable to reproductive hazards. This vulnerability raises the necessity that policy-makers, employers and regulators
broaden the focus of reproductive health policies
consider more than the reproductive health of women
when seeking to prevent poor reproductive health on
the job.

>~~
SPERM COUNT

In 1980 NIOSH issued a preliminary survey showing that workers exposed to dinitrotoluene,DNT, and
toluene diamine,TDA, (commonly used in plastics) at
an Olin Corporation plant in Kentucky suffered from
reduced sperm counts and higher miscarriage rates.
Olin disputed the findings and subsequently found no
indications of adverse reproductive functions in simi1ar workers a.t its Louisiana plant. Most experts consider the hUMan evidence incondusive. N ow research
on TDA e"posed rats now finds that high doses lead
to decreased mating frequency, an increa.se in infertilematings, and reduced numbers of sperm, all indicative of inhibitory effects on spermatogenesis.
Hormonal effects were also noted and investigators
have concluded that TDA induces damage to the
germinal components (sperm producing) of the testes.
Refereaces
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CHILD CARE
Essential for parents ... Hazardous for workers
WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER NEWS
Tha participation of mothers with children under
tha aga of 18 in tha paid labor force has roach.d an
all time high in the Unit.d States. Tw.nty million
(62%) wera employed in March 1985, according to
the Women's Bureau. l Eight million mothers (54%)
with preschool children also engaged in paid work (in
addition to their unpaid household work.) This means
that about 34 million children (58%) have mothers in
the labor force, an increase of 5.8 million since 1975.
Of these nearly 9.6 million (49%) were under six
years of age.
Many mothers are employed out of sheer
necessity. About lout of every 6 families in the
United States was maintained by women in 1985. But
the proportion among poor women is staggeringly
higher: 73% of poor black fammes were headed by
women, which encompasses about 3.2 minion

children; 49% of Hispanic fammes and 38% of poor
white fammes, representing another 1.1 million and
3.4 million children.
With all these mothers in the workforce, who is
minding the children? There are at least 24 million
children under the age of 13 in need of day care,
while current statistics show the availability of only
about 6 million spaces in licensed centers and family
homes. There are about 22,000 for-profit child car.
centers nationwide as well. And child care is e"pensive. The majority of parents pay about $3,000
per child, but the costs can range from $I ,500 to
$10,000, de~ending on geographical location and ability to pay. The median income for a two parent
household with two children was $25,338 in 1984.
Average costs of child care could require nearly 25%
of the family income!
Quality child care facilities are a social n •• d of
urgent proportions, yet the United States lags far
behind other industrialized nations in developing and
implementing creative programs and options. (See p.
8 for Swedish e"amples.) There are some modest
examples, but they are the exception, rather than the
rule. In New York State, child care provisions have
bee" negotiated in state contracts providing child
care, which is now offered in 25 state workplaces. In
Hawaii, the first government-sponsored child care
center has opened, and " program is beginning in
Denver, serving government workers and serving as a
mod.l for area businesse •. 3
At the same tim. that there is an urgent n •• d for
day care facilities, the working conditions, wages and
prestige afforded to day care workors are appalling.
WOHRC covers some of the issues and presents
some of the possibilities in this spedal section on
child care.

This graphic is available from WOHRC as an 8" x
10" print suitable for framing. See page 12 for
ordering information.
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Health Hazards for

Stress and Burnout
Day c..... work fits the classical model of a
stressful job. It entails a great deal of responsibility
for the w.lf..... of others, yet it is undervalued and
poorly paid. A San Francisco study recently found
child"..... workers to be in the lowest 10% of all wage
earners, half had no medical coverage and 16% no
sid, leave.
While many day care worleers are comp..-atively
well educated, (the 50th educational percentile in San
Francisco), they are "perceived of as unskilled ...
because raising children has traditionally b.en
women's work, and as such, it has not been. valued
in our culture," according to Blum in her study Th.
Day c ..... Dilemma.
On the average, two out of every three child c .....
workers will earn wages that place her at or below
the poverty level. And many workers will put in
hours of unpaid overtime while filling in for absent
workers or waiting for late-coming parents.
The image of day care workers also worsens each
day as isolated incidents of mistreatment and abuse
are emblazoned "cross newspaper h.adlines. Now
many innocent workers find themselves subject to
criminal investigations, fingerprinting and drug testing, as part of the public's response to child abuse
incidents.
The stress of day care work increases a.s the

Preventing Oeeupatlonal Stress
1. The best answer to undervalued work is
higher wages and more benefits. This will
require national commitment, in addition to
individual employer cooperation. (See p.8 for
Swedish examples.)
2. Higher staff-child ratios (more workers)
will permit structural changes like job rotation, rest breaks, sick leave, as well as increase workers' ability to perform better and
gain satisfaction.
3. Establishing formal parent/worker communications and cooperative programs can
relieve stress.
4. Physical working conditions can be improved (e.g. adult size chairs; regular "quiet
times", improved ventilation and other
amenities). Worker-management (parent)
health and safety committees can be helpful.

Infections

working conditions worsen. A center with low staffto-child ratios will b. more stressful than one with

Contracting and transmitting inf.ctious diseases,
such 1IS diarrheal diseases, streptococcal and

better staffing. Continual noise, with no time or

meningococcal infections, rubella, cytomegaloviruB and reBpiratory infections, are

place for relier, will be stressful, as will a cent.r
wh.re the indoor air quality is poor and where there
are inadequate facilities for an adult to sit
comfortably.
Centers that ar. organized without provisions for
adequate parent-worker interaction may end up
subjeding the workers to unnecessary and possibly
unfair pressure and criticism from p .....nts. Worledays
designed with inadequate lunch and coffee breales
may lead to the adult worker eating all h.r m.als
with the children.
Burnout is one manifestation of child-care
worker stress that has been observ.d in r.search
c"'Tied out on 83 day car." workers. Burnout is defined as a state charact.rized by physical and .7110tional exhaustion, cynicism, detachm.nt and alienation from work and negative f.elinl!s about the
people one c ..... s for. Day care centers with burned
out .mploy•• s may have extremely high absenteeism
and. turnover ra.tes.
Work-related stress can lead to physical and
emotional health problems such as digestive ,system
probl.ms, headach.s, nervousness, irritability and
sle.plessness. Stressed workers may find themselves
bringing th.ir problems home, which can lead to
marital distress or problems in being an effective
parent. More serious diseases, such ... coronary heart
dis ..... , are r.lated to stress "n the job, no specific
studi.s on chronic dis..""e have yet been cilITi.d out
on child care workers.

major occupational hazards of day care workers. Up
to 30% of the 25,000 cas.s of hepatitie A r.port.d
annually in the United Stat.s have b.en link.d to
day c..... c.nters.
Peopl. who work with children under 3 y.ars of
age, particularly children not toilet trained, ..... at
the greatest risk for d.veloping infections. The most
common routes of infection are fecal-oral and respiratory. Young children hay. poorly dev.loped p.rsonal hygiene habits. They fr.qu.ntly mouth th.ir
toys and their hands. They do not understand the
need for frequent handwashing or for avoiding sneezing and coughing on others. Sne.zing and coughing
creat.s g.rm-containing ""rosols which can linger in
the air and can be propelled av •., r.latively large
distances.
Diseases can be spread directly by sick childr.n
or by children without symptoms who are harboring
an illness. Diaper-changing and stored soil.d diapers
are prime means of transmitting organisms which .....
cilITied in stool. Th. handiing of contaminated toys
and contaminated food are other routes of entry.
Some organisms can live on inanimate obj.cts for
period. luting from hours to .....ks. Food Clm be a
vector for disease if " day-care worker who prepares
food as part of her job has contaminated hand. or
has become ill herself.
Some of the organisms which cause diilITh.al diseases, such as Giardia lamblia, are extr.mely in-

Day Care Workers
teetious. As few as 10 cysts can lead to the onset of
symptoms. The spread of disease ;s "ot limited to
day car. centers serving the poor or lower middle
class. One rece"t report of giardiasis transmission
was among children in day eare.in an affluent subw:b
of Washington D.C.
Sometimes the caus. of infection can be elusive.
Clusters of He patiti8 A, an extremely serious
infectious liver disease, have been found among staff
and pare"ts of cent or childre", but rew children
though infected, thomsel"es developed dinical si~s
of the disease. Without symptoms like temperatw:e
or jaundice in carrier children, the disease becomes
particularly difficult to control.
Two infecti.ons, rubella (Cerman measles) and
cytomegalovirus (CMV) can b. particularly hazardous for pregnant women or wome" who are planning to have children because they carry the risk for
birth d.fects. (Th. risks for serious birth defects ore
more clearly established for rubella than for OMV.)

Preventing Infections
1. Regular handwashing by children and
staff is needed and most easily accomplished
with convenient and well-stocked facilities.
Washing "rituals ff can be built into play activities. Handwashing after each diaper
change should be mandatory. Lanolin handcreams should be provided for preventing
dryin,S' and cracking skin.
2. Diapers should only be changed in design~ted ?-~eas, which a~e swabbed frequently
With dlsmfectants. Diapers should be disposed of in closed, plastic-lined receptacles
which are emptied frequently.
'
3. Food preparation areas should be kept
clean and away from play and changing
areas. Food preparation and child care duties
should be separated (rotated among staff, if
necessary)to reduce dangers of food contamination.
4. Playthings and play areas should be
washed frequently and sufficient janitorial
help provided.
5. Higher staff-child ratios (more workers)
can facilitate implementation of hygienic
procedures.
6. A policy, agreed to and understood by
parents, establishing isolation or restrictions procedures for sick children, is
essential.
copyriskl 1987
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Other Hazards
Arts and crafts supplios may pose hazards, even if
they are labellod "non-toxic." A survoy of 81 art
materials used in day care centors, carri.d out by
the Center for Occupational Hazards in New York
City and the city's Department of Health, only
found 20 which were considered complet.ly saf•. An
oarlier study found known carcinogens, mutagens and
agents suspected of causing birth d.f.cts in childrens' supplies.
In addition to potential toxic e"posures, bending,
lifting and carrying children can lead to back injuries,
as well as generalized aches and pains.

Prevention
~. Toxic exp.osures c?-n be prevented by usmg non-toxIC materials. Product ingredients
and their toxicity should be requested from
the manufacturer before materials are purchased. If additional information is needed
resources like the Center for Occupational'
Hazards or the local Poison Control Center
can be called upon.
2. Workers should be trained in materials
handling techniques to minimize the spread
of dusts. Clean-up should be rigorous and
regular.
3. Eating areas should be separate from art
areas. If the same area must be used. Clean
place mats or other table coverings should
be provided..
4. Comfortable chairs where children can be
hel? as needed can replace much lifting.
Children could be taught to climb on caretaker's knees for comforting, rather than·
expect to be lifted or carried.
5. Regular back strengt,hening exercises will
help prevent injuries.

Much of the information on health hazards
was gathered by Barbara Pittman and Nancy
Bernstein.

Collaboration with Parents
It is considered important that par.nts know the
child-minder and participat. in the programs and
both par.nts have the right to take time off the job
for such participation. This facilitat.s the integration
of the child'. two environments: home and day-car.
cent.r. Parents participate in an introductory period
of about two ....ks when the child first enters the
radlity.

Utlllzatioll Pattel'llS

The expansion of child can f"ciliti.s was regarded
as the most important family policy issue of tho
1970's in Sweden, according to the Swedish Institute.
As a r.sult, public child car. facilities, which are
regarded as .. municipal responsibility, wore greatly
.xpanded and are much more widely available than in
the United State •.
Child care facilities are usuaUy located i.. tho
child's residenti,,1 are .. and are financed through local
tax revenues, parents' fees and. sta.te subsid.ies 'arising
from employer payroll r.es. Nurseries are a.. ailable
for full-time or part-time c .... School is compulsory
in Swed.n after the age of 7 but ...ch municipality is
minimally required to provide space for part-time
car. (at least 3 hours I day) for "II 6 year olds.
Care of children who are temporarily ill is
provided in the child'. own home by child care
workers employed by the municipality. Children who
require special services, such as physically or
mentally handicapped, are give" priority aceoss to
the systom. (Thore are still insufficient facilities to
meot the total demand and other countries have still
greater facilities availabl., according to the Swedish
Institute.) The municipality is charged with the task
of seeking out children who neod spedal assistance.
Some childre" are cared for in family day
nurseries which accomodateup to 4 childr... and
are run in a child-mindars' home. She is hired by
tha municipality. Leisure time centers are designed for old~r children, 7-10 (sometimes up to 12)
during non-school hours.

Strlletllre of Programs

Programs are designed either for single age groups
or for mixed-ago groups. Mix;ng age groups was
begun as " sodal ."periment which is thought to
ha"e succeeded and is b.coming increasingly COlllmono er."tive play is an important part of preschool car. and ce"ters are equipped with varied
equipment and supplies. Children are "Iso taught to
participat. in various household chore. and activities
and to take on joint respolUlibilities.
Children who.e mother tongne i. not Swedish are
provided pre-school care in th.ir home language and
special programs han been designed to help them
learn S.. edish.

The accompanying graphs sho.. the distribution of
child care in Swede... The demand for places is
greater than the available sp""e, particularly as the
numb.r of .. omen in paid employment continues to
grow rapidly. Plans for furth.r expansion are
continually unde,.,.ay.
Child care, children aged 0--6

''''''~'',Ww','e'ry''~ 'I,
Unpaid pliYalo
o",elo~lld-

ParJ.iima
group 3 %

minding 5 '10

Child care, chfldren aged 7-10

Pa,an1 who work
in a family day
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Bringing Hazards Home
Every school child loams that after King John
signed the Magna Carla in 1215, a person's hom.
became her castle. Even the King ne.d.d permission
to enter. Th. actual rights of serfs were much more
limited, of courso, but in our society, we take for
granted privacy and the sanctity of our homes before unlawful s....ch and soizuro.
Whil. laws may keep unwanted officials out, " rocent review by Danish researchers shows that workplace chemic .. ls do not respoct property rights and
privacy. Their paper cites many instances in which
the famili .. and homos of workers havo become
contaminated by pollutants inadvertently brought
home from the workplace, eithor "n clothing or by
other means,

Examples of Contamination
Asbestos: In 1960 the first cases of mesothelioma in
the wives of asbe.tos workers whoso only ."posure
to asbestos app ..... d to b. from shaking and washing
their husbands' work clothing wore reported.
Mesoth.lioma is an always ratal cancer of the ploura,
or lining of the lW'lg, th.t generally only occurs
following asbestos e"posure. Since the first reports
many other cases of family iIlnoss have b.en reported
and studies have shown th.t wives, sons and
daught.rs, with no other .xposure to asbostos,
exhibit abnormalities in th.ir x-rays that ..... typical
of the change. caused by asbestos.
Beryllium: Soon after it was discovered that this
m.tal causes a severe chronic lung disease,
berylliosis, additional cases were found among family
members, espedally wive. who laundered their
husbands' workdothes. Cases of berylliosis have
even showed up in neighborhoods noar beryllium
factories among non-workers:.
Lead: Many child:re" of workers in storage battery
plants and lead smelters havo b.en found to have
high levels of lead in their blood. Young child:re"
may be parlicul ....ly vulnerable to toxic dusts because
they suck their fingers and mouth their toys. Some
child:ron have b••" found to b. so ho.vily leaded
that they required medic,,1 intervention (chelation) to
remOVe it from their bodies. House dust in lead
worleers' homes havo also b.en found to b.
contaminated with lead. Wives app • .,. to have the
lowest le"els in family groups studied.
Mercury and Arsenic: Mercury has be.n found in
the homes of mercury mill workers who were thought
to have brought the motal homo on th.ir worl:
clothos an<l boots. High levels of arsenic have been
found in house dust of mon who work with arsenicbased wood preservatives ""d ars.nical herbicides.
PCBs a.nd 2,4,Ii-T: Skin conditions typical of
occupational exposures have occlIlTed in family
members of work.rs ."po•• d to PCB.,
polychlorinated biphenyls, ""d tho herbicide 2,4,5-T.
Wives of some workers using PCBs have <Ie"eloped

chloracne, an acne-like skin affliction caused by
some chlorinatod chemical.. Following-an ."plosion
in a plant manufacturing 2,4,5-T, a 4-yoar old child
do"oloped chloracne.
Chlordecone: One industrial ."ample has b.en
roported whero the pestidd. chlord.cone was
manufactw:.d under very poor conditions and caused
measurable le"el. of the p.sticide to be pre.ent in
n ..... ly "II family m.mb.,·s of workers in tho plant.
Two wives doveloped a tremor that may have boon
related. to more ."tens;ve .xposure from washing
th.ir hllsbands' work dothing.

Special Hazard: Cottage industries
Environmental haz ....d. of employment in the hom.
have b••n known for c.nturi.s, with fa.mily members,
parlicularly children, often e"poriendng worse .ffects
than the worleers. High toch cottage industry may b.
no ."coptlon. Res.archers fr"m NIOSH have report.d
" cas. of occupational asthma in " electronics
industry female home pieceworker who dipped ends
of polyurethane-coated wire into molder soldor, a
process whlch produc •• the highly reactive and
allergenic substance toluene di-isocyanate (TD1). Her
sister developed similar asthmatic symptoms. TDI is
a tightly regulated substance with an OSHA coiling
le..el of 0.02 parts p.r million, one of the most
strlngest standards. The rosearchers noted tha.t
rOlltin. hazard control and toxicity information was
not available to workors such as these who labor in
their homes.

Preventing the Problem
The best way to eliminat. contamination of
workers' homes and the neighborhoods is to dean up
the workplace. But ovo" in " well-maintained site,
dusts and other contaminants may be trapped and
build up in clothing or shoes. In thes. circumstances
workers should change clothing b.fore they leave
work. In some cases showers or thorough washing
may be necessary.
The OSHA stand.... d for asbestos requires that
workers b. provided with dean work clothing and
separate lockers for storing their stre.t clothing and
other personal belongings.
(Of course, laundry workers are people too, in fact,
they are generally wome". When· worlt clothing is
laundered industrially it is imperative that
appropriate vacu:uming or other conta.inment
procedures be instituted to prevent occupational
dise,..,.s among laundry workers.)
References
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Resources
Review
Outrageolls Mlseonduet: The Asbestos
Industry on Trial by Paul Brodeur. New
York: Pantheon (1985). 374 PI', $19.95 (doth).
On December 16, 1985 U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Burton

Li!land confirmed Manville Corp.'s comple"
bankruptcy law reorganization. This decision comes
some four year. after the company fil.d for Chapter
II in order to avoid payment of claims for asbestos
related disease. If there is a lesson to be learned
from the fifty year asbestos disease saga it seems to
b. that if you are large, profitable and pow.rful, such
as Manville, you can buy protection, buy cash ""d
buy time until you ar. fre. of legal oversight. You,
unlike a common criminal, are able to regard your
human obligations for causing disease, disability and
dGath to present and future asbestos victims as "iust
another debt - not unlike the junk bonds other
companies havG to repay."
In his book Outrageous Mlseonduct, Paul
Brodeur ."poses the past and present health hazards
posed by the production and use of asbestos as h.
"questions the conduct of a hug. cross-sedion of
the institutions "that mak. up the private-enterprise
system, including many of its manufacturing corporations, insurance companies, investment houses, law
firms, trade unions, governmental regulatory a.gencies,
as well as many members of the medical and legal
professions, the scientific community, and CongTess."
Brodeur juxtaposes the tireless and uncompromising
commitment of those individuals who have led the
fight for justice and equity for the tens of thousands
of affected asbestos workers to the contemptible
gTeediness and cruelty of the asbestos manufacturers.
Beyond the courtroom trials, the details of suppressed information, the personality quirks of lawyers,
corporate e"ecutives and magistrates lies the more
important story of the affected asbestos workers and
th.ir families. Brodeur has managed to provide the
reader with all relevant background information and
technical detail on the asbestos-related crisis without forsaking the main issue that merits our attention: the oft times high cost of working for a living
under an economic/political system that provides no
real guarante.s to a minimally safe and healthy
workpiece, despite the existence of laws which are
supposed to do so. Thi. book is an invaluable referenc. source for understanding the roots of on. of the
most horrendous industrial crimes of the century.

RevIewed by Jallls Barry, PhD, Division of
Social Science., Fordham University, New York, NY.

Callcer PreventIon Resource Directory,
National Cancer Institute, NIH Pub. #86-2827, 6/86.
The National Cancer Institute's Caneer Prevention
Awareness Program has published this useful detailed
listing of more than 200 cancer prevention organizations, information sourees and progTams throughout
the country. It is desigued for use by gToups active
or interested in cancer prevention. Write to the
Office of Cancer Communications, NCI, Building 31
Room 4B41, Bethesda MD 20892 for more info.

The Sky's the Limit: The Story of the
Canadian AIrLine Flight Attendants'
Association by N. Jill Newby. Vancouver:
CALFAA, 198ti.
The story of the maturation of the commercial airline
industry i. also the story of the gTowth and maturation of a female-dominated profession from a short
time glamor job to a life-long car.er. The Sky's
the Limit chronicles 35 years of the history of the
Canadian Air Lines Flight Attendants' Association
and its successful involvement in achieving full
equality for female flight attendants, including the
right to work when married or pregnant; the right to
work beyond the age of 32 and the right to refuse to
be se"ually exploited.

Photo C<Jurtesy Air Canada Archives.

These Trutl-Caaada. stewardeaaes hi traillllRg are rece1vifl5 their
make., mstnctioJll5 illl 1046. Tlaa aext decades AW the traiaillill
emphuis .hlft from bea1lty to safety illatractloJl..

NMR Imaging: Health and Safety by Louis
Slosin and Amy Rosenberg, New York: Microwave
News, 1986.
NMR imaging is an ."citing n.w medical technique
which utili•• s electromagnetic radiation, rather than
,,-ray. for imaging the internal organs. But despite
the lower energy of the waves, caution must still be
used in installation, maintenance and operation of
medical !lrMR•. This useful annotated bibliogTaphy
provides a comprehensive overview of the field, including a section on the health and safety of
personnel.
(The Auotaied Blbll.o!ra.plly is available from Mkrowave News,

(Outrageous Misconduct is available from

PO Box 1m, Gra.d C•• lral Slatio., NY NY 10163

WOHRC. See I' 12 for ordering information.)
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Resources (cont'd)
ReproductIve ToxIcology, Robert L. Dixon, ed.
New York: Ravon Press (1985) 350 pp, 1986, $75.50
(doth).
Toxic chemicals can exert a variety of effects on
the reproductive process. They can impair the normal
production of sperm and ova or induce spontaneous
abortions. Some chemicals cause birth defects. Both
males and female. can suffer untoward .ffects.
Our knowledge of the potential hazards of chemicals and the mechanisms by which they act has increased dramatically in the past several years, particularly in the extension of research and inquiry into
the hazard. chemicals may pose to malos.
With all this activity, it is necessary for the professional and student to keep abreast of the latest
finding. and re •• arch technique •. Reproductive
Tozicology is a tool for accomplishing this goal.
Based on a .ymposium jointly sponsored by the
National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences
and the Society of Toxicology, the text has been ably
edited so that it reads coherently and smoothly not at all Iik. the typical symposium volume.
The topics are well-chosen, encompas.ing male
and femal. reproductive biology, fertilization and implantation, ionizing radiation and heritable germline
toxicity. Methods of as •••• ing toxicity are pre.ented.
Th. volume is rounded out by excellent discus.ions
of regulatory aspects and overviews of pharmacological principles and the reproductive effects of chemkal agents, among other topics.
This is a welcome addition to the field.

blood enzyme system. Both DBC? and lead are
substances of major policy importance. Their COVerage here is extremely poor.
The data on sex differences are all over the map:
sometimes males are more 'susceptible,' sometime.
females. But the author does nothing to synthesize
this nor come to a conclusion about its implici>.tions.
H. doesn't address the basic issue of species variability but almo.t pretends that all males and all
remales respond alike. There is a distribution of responses within .ach sex and, usually, the variation
within the sex i. at least of tho same order of magnitude as the variation between tho sexes (with some
exceptions, of course.)
This book is a disservice to serious debate about
regulation and protection of both men and women
from toxic substances. It rai •• s issue. that it doesn't
answer and is selective and uncritical. What i. the
precision of each of the studies reviewed? How wide
is the experimental error? What about the studies
not reviewed? How do you draw conclusions about
sex differences from work covering only on. sex?
Given the current shaky stat. of female employment
rights and the ease with which they are excluded
from certain work situations for their own
"protection" (such as by AT &. T, which recently
banned women from certain operations, based on a
still not public study co - authored by Calabrese), one
can only hope against hope that WOHRC has the
only existing copy of this book.

TOXIC SUSCEPTIBILITY: Male/Female
DIfferences by Edward J. Calabrese. New York:
Wiley-Interscience (1985), 336 pp, $59.95 (doth).
It doesn't require a 336 page treatise to establish
that women are different than men. The question
raised here (but not answered) is whether that difference is relevant to policies governing toxic substances.
Calabrese purports to address the issue through
an exhaustive review of sex differences in toxic substance. responses. In actuality the review is selective,
not exhaustive. For example, the animal data on
DBCP's male and femal. reproductive effects are
omitted. Although DBCP has achieved notoriety as a
now dassical human male sterilant, the author concentrates more on its liver toxicity. H. concludes
that females are more sen.itive. The Office of
Technology Assessment, in contrast, does review the
reproductive response and concludes that females are
less sensitive than males for reproductive effects.
Thi. is totally missing from the Calabre.e coverage.
Calabrese similarly omits the effects of lead on
spermatogene.is, while concluding that femalos are
more .ensitive to load based on the response of their

ffi/2i
Olte aitltlde toward 'female auaceptlblllty' Is reflected Is. this caf100. which appeared I, • pamphlel deocrlbll' lhe Coalllio. of
Labor U.WR Wome.'. effort to chaUellp the pllrporied special
s ..cepUbtlltlel of womeR to lead wile. OSHA was coulderla« Ita
ae'W studard. Me. &ad wome. are carreatly afforded eq ....l
prolecllo. by OSHA.
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MICROW AVE LEAKAGE FROM OLDER,
REA VIL Y USED OVENS was found by inns
tigators carrying out routine safety surveillance at
Fermilab, " national accelerator facility in Illinois.
Although 75 out of 80 ovens tested were found to be
operating within the 6 mW /cm 2 standard, 5 ovens
were found to be leaking at rates at or much greater
than the standard.
Most of the leakage occurred from the door seal
area, especially to the top and right of the door. The
metal door screens are another potential problem
ar.... Physical damage to a seal or door was apparent
in some instances and increased the likelihood of
leakage.
Heavy usage of microwave ovens occurs commonly
in many female-dominated service, occupations, such
as institutional and fast food preparation and cafeterias.
WOHRC recommends that each workplace using
microwave ovens he..vily should have a regular inspection procedure established. Excess .xposure to
this radi..tion can cause cataracts, as weil as other
problems. Workers who use a microwa.ve oven routinely should minimally insure that there is no physical damage to the seals, cabinet or door. Damaged
parts must be immediately replaced or repaired.
(Ref: Miller, T. "Resu.lts of Microwavf3 Oven Radiation Led:a,se
Survey» at FermUab." AIRA J (48), 77-80, 1986. Available from

WOMRC II

n.z&.)

$100 MILLION PUNITIVE DAMAGES FOR
BENZENE EXPOSURE were awarded to the
family of a worker who died of leukemia by a Texas

court. The worker was employed by Monsanto, which
says it will appeal the decision in a federal court.
Most experts agree that benzene causes human
leukemia, as well as other diseases of the blood.

Monsanto, however, claims that it built its Chocolate
Bayou, Texas plant, where the deceased worker had
been employed, specifically to keep benzene at a very
low I""el. According to Dan Bishop, a Monsanto executive, all medical and hygiene records show that
the workar's average exposure was less than I part
per million (ppm).
Industry spokesmen are now concern.d that a
flurry of class action suits will result from this ruling. At the same tim. OSHA is still cre.ping along
at a snail's pac. in the b.nzene standards-making
process.

REGULA TORY ACTIVITIES AT OSHA
have gotten underway for 1,9 -butadiene, a. major
compon.nt of synthetic rubber, plastics and p.sticides. EPA already classifies the ch.mical as a carcinogen, and it looks as if OSHA will too, from its
advance notice of proposed rutemaking. The current
standard is 1000 parts per million.
OSHA is also moving ahead on amending the current
parmissibil. exposure limit (PEL) of 600 ppm for
methylene chloride. WORRC reported earlier
(WOHRC News 7(4» that the Food and Drug Administration has estimated that lout of 100 cosmetologists are at risk for dying from lung cancer from
exposure to this chemical when it is uS.,d as a propellant in hairsprays. Despite this dire pr.diction,
tightening the standard will require months, if n"t
years, of effort, and th.n the new standard may not
cover the many women who work in small establishments and thus .... not protected by OSHA. It
Gppears, however, tha.t the OOD.IJUlner Prod.uct~ SeUlGty

Commission may soon regulate methyl.ne chloride,
too. So whil. OSHA may not prot.ct wom.n as
work.rs, cpse may end up protecting them because
they spray methylene chlorid. containing hairsprays
on consum.rs! (No comm.nt.)
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